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Inequalities for the chromatic numbers of graphs are proved, some of which 
generalize results of Nordhaus and Gaddum [9] and Dirac [4]. 
1. INTR~DU~I~N 
In the present paper we consider only finite undirected graphs without 
loops and multiple edges. Let V = V, = {vl ,..., Y,}, m > 1. If M is any 
set, let / M I denote its cardinal number. Especially we have 
I V 1 = I V, / = m. V(V) denotes the set of all undirected edges con- 
necting different elements of V. A graph G having V as its set of vertices is 
uniquely determined by its set KC U(V) of edges. We therefore write 
G = G(K) = G(K, V). The chromatic number of G is denoted by 
x(G) = x(G(K, V)) = x(K) (the set of vertices being fixed). If a and b are 
different vertices of a graph G we write (a, b) and (b, a) for the (undirected) 
edge which connects them. A set MC V is called independent in a graph 
G(K, V), if any two elements of M are not adjacent in G(K, V). The maxi- 
mum number of points in any independent set in a graph G(K, V) is called 
the (point) independence number of G(K, V) (see Harary [7, p. 951) which 
we denote by 
Al = B@(K) (0.1) 
(observe that /30 depends only on KC U(V) if V is fixed). If KC U(V) we 
write Kc for the complement U(V) - K. 
Our object is to derive inequalities for the chromatic numbers of graphs 
G(K, V) (Y being fixed). If we have inequalities for the independence 
numbers of graphs G(K, V), the well-known inequality 
POW) G xv3 (O-2) 
(see, e.g., Roy [I 1, p. 121) leads to conjectures concerning chromatic 
numbers. 
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2. INEQUALITIES FOR CHROMATIC NUMBERS 
We begin with the following simple 
1. LEMMA. For arbitrary sets of edges K, L C CJ( V) we have 
P,(fG + POW G I v I -t PdK ” L). (1.1) 
Especially 
&(K) -+ p,w < I v I + 1. (1.2) 
Proof, Let the sets S, T C V be independent in G(K) and G(L), respec- 
tively, with ( S 1 = /3,(K), / T 1 == /3,(L). Now j S / -+ / T / = 1 S u T / + 
I S n T / < I V I + / S n T ! . But obviously S n T is independent in 
G(K u L). This implies / S n T 1 < &(K u L) from which (1 .l) follows. 
The inequality (1.2) is mentioned in Nordhaus [8]. 
Using now the inequalities (1.1) and (0.2) we are led to the conjecture 
X(K) + x(L) < I v i -t XV n L), K L C W), 
which will be proved below (see Theorem 4). 
(1.3) 
2. DEFINITION. A graph G = G(K, V) with x(K) = g is called 
g-subcritical, if the addition of any new edge (of CJ( V)) to K increases the 
chromatic number of G. 
The most general form of a g-subcritical graph G(K, V) is obviously as 
follows (see Wagner [I 3, p. 1331): Consider any decomposition of V into 
non-void sets MI ,..., M, ; let K consist exactly of those edges which 
connect vertices belonging to different sets Mi . Then G(K, V) is g-sub- 
critical. (This shows that a g-subcritical graph may also be described as a 
complete g-partite graph.) If G(K, V) is any graph with x(K) = g, then it 
is possible to get a g-subcritical graph by adding suitable edges to K. 
To prove Theorem 4 we need 
3. LEMMA. For any KC U(V) we have 
xW)+xW) < I VI + 1. (3.1) 
This result appeared for the first time in Nordhaus and Gaddum [!I]; 
compare also Harary [7, p. 1291, Ore [IO, p. 2271, or Wagner [13, p. 1371. 
In Finck [6] graphs G(K, V) are determined for which the upper bound in 
(3.1) is attained; see also Chartrand and Mitchem [3], Nordhaus [8] and 
Stewart [12]. In [2] Bondy gave another proof of (3.1). 
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Now we are ready to generalize Lemma 3: 
4. THEOREM. For any K, L C U(V) we have 
x(K) + x(L) d I v I + XW * L). (4.1) 
Proof. Obviously it is sufficient to consider the case in which G(K n L) 
is g-subcritical and K u L = U(V). Let V = Ml u ... u Mg7 be a decom- 
position of V into non-void sets Mi being independent in G(K n L). Let 
K,(L,) denote the set of all edges of K - L (L - K). the end-points of 
which belong to Mi, 1 6 i < g. Now 
$I x(GWi , Mi)) = x(K) 
and similarly 
(4.2) 
i x(G(Li , WI) = x(L). (4.3) 
To prove (4.2) consider an admissible coloring of G(K, V) using x(K) 
colors (i.e., adjacent vertices of G(K, V) are colored differently). It leads to 
admissible colorings for the graphs G(Ki , MJ, 1 6 i < g, and G(K n L, V) 
being g-subcritical, each color used for G(K, , MJ must be different from 
each color used for G(K,), 1 < i <j ,< g. This shows 
The converse inequality is proved similarly by considering suitable 
admissible colorings for the graphs G(K, , MJ. For reasons of symmetry 
(4.3) is true, too. Since Li = Kit (in U(M,)), Lemma 3 gives 
x(G(K,,M,))t-x(G(Li,M,)),<IMiI+1,1 ei<g. (4.4) 
Taking into account (4.2) and (4.3) we get, using (4.4) 
X(K) + X(L) < i (I Mi I + 1) = / V / + g = ) V i + J&K n L). 
i=l 
Theorem 4 leads to 
5. COROLLARY. LetK, ,..., K,, C U(V) be arbitrary sets of edges (n 3 I). 
Then 
xWJ + ... + X&J < (n - 111 VI + x(K, * ... * JG). (5.1) 
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(Apply Theorem 4 to the pairs (K, . KJ, (Kr n K,, KS),..., (Kl n ‘.. n K,-I, 
KJ.1 
6. Example. Let M, ,..., M,, C V (11 ;- 2) be given with 
Ml n ..’ n M, T- 0, 
Assume (M, n ... n M,) u M,,, = V, I < j < n - 1. Then we have 
i I Mi j = (n - 1) I V j f / Ml n ... n M, 1. (6.1) 
i=l 
Let Ki C U(V), I < i < ~1, consist exactly of those edges which connect 
different vertices of Mi . Hence / Mi I = x(&), 1 < i < n. On the other 
hand we have x(K, n ... n K,J = ! Ml n ... n M, j . Therefore, accord- 
ing to (6.1), both sides in (5.1) are equal. 
7. LEMMA. For arbitrary K, L C U(V) we have 
X(K)+x(L)Gx(KnL)+xWuL)+min(lK-L/,/L-K/). (7.1) 
Proof. For reasons of symmetry it is sufficient to show 
x(K)+x(L)~:X(K~L)+~(K~L)+IK-L~. (7.2) 
We use induction on j K - L / . Obviously (7.2) is true for all pairs (K, L) 
with I K - L j = 0. Assume (7.2) to be true for all pairs (K, L) with 
1 K - L ( = j, K, L C U(V). Let I?, E C U(V) be given for which 
II?--zI=j+l.Chooseanyw~I?---EanddefineK=a-{w}.As 
I K - E / = j the induction hypothesis gives 
~(K)+~(~)dx(Kne>+x(Kuz>+lK-zi, 
which implies 
x<Q+x@> GxW)+X(O+ 1 <X(KnO+X(KuQ+ lK-4 
~x(~nZ)+x(auE)+IR-er. 
It is easy to prove (using induction on 1 M I for fixed V) 
I VI ~Pow)+;Ml,MCu(V). (7.3) 
Hence (0.2) leads to 
j VI <x(M)+ ~ M”/,MCU(V). (7.4) 
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If we define 
6(K, L) = min(I K - L I , I L - K ) , l(K u L)c I), K, L C U(V), (7.5) 
Theorem 4, (7.4) (for M = KU L), and Lemma 7 imply 
8. THEOREM. For arbitrary sets of edges K, L C U(V) 
x(K) + x(L) ,< x(K n L) + x(K u L) f SW, L). 
Another consequence of Theorem 4 is given by 
(8.1) 
9. THEOREM. For all K, L C U(V) 
x(K u L) < x(K) * x(L) < $(I VI + XW n L)):!. (9.1) 
ProoJ Since we have, for arbitrary real numbers X, y, x . y < &(x + y)“, 
the right inequality in (9.1) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4. 
The left inequality is well known (see Ore [lo, p. 2271). 
Theorem 9 is a generalization of a result proved in Nordhaus and 
Gaddum [9] (see also Harary [7, p. 129]), Ore [lo, p. 2271, or Wagner 
[13, p. 137]), where the special case L = Kc is considered. 
The following result (a consequence of Theorem 4) was proved for the 
first time in Dirac [4], where additionally all pairs of vertex-critical graphs 
are determined for which in (10.1) equality holds (a graph is called vertex- 
critical if its chromatic number is decreased after the removal of any 
vertex and its connecting edges). Compare also Chartrand and Mitchem 
[31. 
10. COROLLARY. For any sets K, L C U(V) we have 
xtK)+xtL) G I Vl+dKnLI) (10.1) 
iffor all real numbers x > 0 the function u(x) is defined by 
o(x) = *(l + I&R). 
To prove this we need 
Il. LEMMA. If G is any graph with a set K of edges for which 
I K I < 4Aj - 1) (j 2 9, 
then 
x(G) 0. 
(10.2) 
(11.1) 
(11.2) 
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In fact, if m denotes the number of vertices of G it suffices to assume 
m :>j (,i is fixed). If each vertex of G would be adjacent to at least ,i I 
vertices we have 1 K ~ 2 $m( j -~ I ) ‘3 a ,i( ,i - I), which contradicts ( I 1.1). 
This shows that Lemma 11 is true for all graphs with m vertices (for 
fixedj) if it is true for all graphs with /?I - 1 vertices. 
Proof of Corollary 10. According to Theorem 4 it is sufficient to 
show 
x(K n L) s; g(i K n L I). (11.3) 
Observe at first that, for any integer k 3 I, 
a(+k(k - 1)) = k. (11.4) 
As (11. 3) is obviously true for / K n L / = 0, 1,2, we may assume 
1 K n L 1 3 3. If, for an integerj 3 3, +j(j - 1) d / K n L I < &(j + 1) j, 
(11.4) leads to j < ~(1 Kn L I) <j + 1. On the other hand Lemma I1 
gives x(K n L) <,j + 1, i.e., x(K n L) ,< ~(1 K n L I). 
12. Example. It is easy to construct pairs of vertex-critical graphs 
G(K, V), G(L, V) for which the difference ~(1 K n L I) - x(K n L) is 
arbitrarily large. In fact, let k >, 1 be an integer and put m = 2k(4k - 1). 
Define V,,, = {u,, , u1 ,..., u,+~}, 
Then G(K, V,,,) and G(L, V,,,) are vertex-critical with x(K n L) = 2, 
I K n L I = m. Therefore ~(1 K n L 1) - x(K n L) = 2(2k - 1). 
For given graphs G(K, , Vi)), 1 < i < n, we now consider the graph 
products (see Berge [l, pp. 23 and 381) 
G(K,, Y(l)) x ... x G(K,, Vnl) = G(K, x **. x K,) 
and 
G(K, , Y(l)) 57 .a+ 57 G(K,, Vn)) = G(K, 57 ..a 5? K,), 
which are defined as follows: For both graphs the set of vertices is given by 
the Cartesian product Y(l) x *. . x Vn) of the sets VQ. In G(K, x a+. x K,) 
two different vertices, (x1 ,..., x,) and (JJ~ ,..., y,), are adjacent iff, for 
i = l,..., n, (xi, yi) E Ki ; they are adjacent in G(K, Z ... 2 K,) iff, for 
i=l ,**., IZ, xi = yi or (xi, yi) E Ki (observe that none of the graphs 
considered is allowed to contain loops). In G((K, x ... x K,)c) two 
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different vertices are adjacent iff they are not adjacent in G(k; x ... x K,) 
(a similar remark applies to G((K, 57 ... 57 K,Jc). This implies that in 
WGc x ... x K,c)c) two different vertices, (xi ,..., x,) and (ul ,..., y,), 
are adjacent iff there exists an index i with X, = yi or, for i = I,..., n, 
xi # yi and (xi0 , yi,) E Ki, for some index iO. On the other hand in 
G((Klc 57 *a. 57 K,“)“) two different vertices, (x1 ,..., x,) and (yl ,..., y,), 
are adjacent iff there exists an index i0 with (xi,, yi,,) E K”, . Now we have 
(see Berge [I, p. 381) 
AI ... pow?J G P,(K, x ... x K,), K,C U(W), 1 < i < n, (12.1) 
P,(K) ... ,UKn> < /UK, 2 ...RKJ,KiCU(V’i’),l <i<n (12.2) 
(of course &,(K, x ... x K,) denotes the independence number of 
G(K, x ... x K,), and /3,(K, 57 *** 57 K,) is defined similarly). Using (0.2) 
and (12.1) one arrives at the conjecture: 
x(K,) ... x(K,) < x((K,” x ... x KRc)“), Ki C U(W), 1 < i < n. (12.3) 
Below we shall show that this is true. In the corresponding conjecture 
resulting from (12.2) the sense of the inequality has to be reversed. More 
precisely we can prove 
13. THEOREM. For all Ki C U(Vti)), 1 < i < n, 
x((K,’ 2 a.. 2 K,“)“) < x(K,) -.. x(K,J < x((KIe x ... x Knc)“). (13.1) 
Proof. To prove the left inequality in (13.1) let K~ for G(K$ , Vcil) be an 
admissible coloring using x(G(Ka , Vfd))) = x(KJ colors, 1 < i < n. We 
then form the “product” K of the colorings Ki , 1 < i < n, being defined 
by ‘+I >..., XVI)) = (‘&I),-., I,), Xi E Vi), 1 < i < n. It is clear 
that K gives an admissible coloring for G((K,” ?‘? .** 5? K,,c)c), using 
x(K,) *.. x(K,J colors. The right inequality is an immediate consequence 
of 
14. THEOREM. For arbitrary sets of edges Ki C U(V(‘)), 1 < i < n 
(n > 2), we have 
( Vn) j 
x(K,) 0-s x(K,) * max (w ,.,., ___- 
xVQ 1 G XWI” x 
..’ x K,c)c). 
(14.1) 
Proof. At first we assume n = 2 and show 
max(xVQl Vc2)/ , x(K,)I W) < x(Kc x K2cH. (14.2) 
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Clearly G((K,” x Kc)“) contains the following subgraph S: S consists of 
i Vu)/ copies (corresponding to the vertices of Y(*‘) of the complete graph 
over V) such that any two vertices of different copies are connected iff the 
corresponding vertices of Y(l) are adjacent in G(K, ~ V))(i.e., S is a 
“graph of graphs”; see Wagner [13, p. 261). As x(S) = x(K,) . / Vts’ we 
have x(K,)/ V2)/ < x((K,” x Kzc)c), from which (14.2) follows by reasons 
of symmetry. If (16.1) is true for all n-tuples (n ;k 2) of graphs we get for 
arbitrary sets of edges K, C U(Vi’j, 1 < i J. n --~ 1. 
< x((K,” x Kzc)‘) x(K3) ..* x(K,) / If’“+-” ( 
< x(((K,” x K,“) :i KaC x ... x Kne)“) 
-= x((Klc x ... x K,c)c). 
The desired inequality now follows by reasons of symmetry. 
15. Remark. The left inequality in (9.1) leads-together with (0.2~to 
the conjecture that there exist “universal” constants C, > 0, C, > 0 and 
C3 depending neither on K nor on V such that 
Cl I v ! cz + c, < &j(K) . /$(KC), K C U(V). (15.1) 
Unfortunately this conjecture is not true. In fact, let r(m, n) denote the 
Ramsey number being defined as the smallest integer p with the property 
that any graph G having at least p vertices contains a complete graph 
with m vertices or has /3,,(G) > n (see Harary [7, p. 161). In Erdas [5] it is 
shown that to any integer k 2 4 there exists a positive constant C = C(k) 
(not depending on p) with 
r(k, C * p2/(k-1) logp) > p. (15.2) 
This implies that to any integer k t 4 there exist (for arbitrary large 
integers p) graphs G(K,,, , V,) such that 
which disproves (15.1) (choose k 2 4 so large that 2/(k - 1) -c C,). 
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